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A lot of things are 
changing. Still other 
things seem like they 
have not. Change is 
happening so quickly that 
it is almost impossible 
for us to ignore. We 
began by staying at 
home for our health. 

Then, even while we still feared over covid-19, 
George Floyd was killed while in police 
custody. Following the death, protests erupted 
throughout the country and even to different 
parts of the world demanding justice. We were 
then placed under curfew and told we could 
venture out only during certain times of the 
day for our safety. Some are now beginning to 
demand that churches and businesses open 
as an act of freedom. Health, safety, justice 
and freedom are very important. But, these 
things too are impermanent. It is because they 
are impermanent that we are experiencing our 
current situation. We went from a time when 
we took health for granted, to a time when 
we began hording anti-bacterial lotions. We 
went from a time when everything seemed 
like it was okay, from a time we could ignore 
social injustice to a time when we have to ask 
ourselves, “How could I not see?” and “When 
will it be time” to recognize the value of every 
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life? We went from a time when we thought 
we could do as we pleased, to a time when 
we have to be more conscious of weighing our 
freedoms against our responsibilities towards 
each other. It is, we sometimes feel, a strange 
new world.

In this strange new world the temple is still 
closed. This reality does not seem to have 
changed. While it is true that the doors still 
remain closed, the temple for me is still 
helping me to understand the meaning of 
impermanence. Because the doors are closed 
again, it goes without saying that this will be 
remembered as another sad time during the 
temple’s history. As we look back and remember 
the times the temple was open, we will recall 
that the temple is where we gathered during 
both the happy times and the sad.

In happy times the temple is where we 
gathered as a community. It is where we held 
celebrations and parties. It is where we learned 
about our doctrinal legacy and learned how 
to honor and revere our past. Even during 
these happy and celebratory events the temple 
was trying to help us understand the truth of 
impermanence. All these moments were just 
that: moments. Each event, every moment 
came to an end.

“Change”
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During the sad times, the temple has helped us 
to gather to hold funeral and memorial services. 
These services, as well as every visit to the 
Nokotsu-do, remind us that no human life can 
continue forever. At the same time, however, 
these services have also helped us to learn how 
to honor and respect, appreciate and rejoice 
a life. These services have helped us to see 
beyond our eyes.

Throughout all these experiences the temple, 
as a storehouse of the Dharma, has also been 
reminding us not rely on that which is only 
temporary. It has been helping us to learn 
how to let go of certain things and has been 
teaching us what is precious and dear. When, 
for example, we hold on to and remember just 
WKH�WHUULEOH�DFW�DJDLQVW�XV��ZH�ZLOO�¿QG�RXUVHOYHV�

(Continued from page 1) forever trapped in that time. On the other hand, 
we will also discover that every kind act that we 
remember will remind us what it feels like to be 
set free. It can motivate us to help others so that 
they too may experience freedom as well. It will 
motivate us not to shackle another being and 
trap them in time. When these acts of kindness 
are recognized as having come from the 
Enlightened activity of Amida Buddha, when we 
are allowed to hear and say 
Namo Amida Butsu, when 
we experience wisdom and 
compassion is when we will 
experience what it means to 
become a part of that which is 
everlasting. It will be different. 
But I, for one, can’t wait for 
the doors of the temple to 
open again.

ABA News
+L���+RZ�LV�HYHU\RQH�GRLQJ"��$%$�KRSHV�WKDW�WKLV�HGLWLRQ�RI�WKH�0HJXPL�¿QGV�HYHU\RQH�GRLQJ�ZHOO�

Members of ABA are involved in a variety of activities….sewing 
masks, supporting neighborhood restaurants and friends’ businesses, 
working with the Komons and Sodanyakus to determine when it will 
again be safe to return to Church so that we may again listen to the 
Dharma messages from Rev. Iwohara and Rev. Sekiya in person, 
taking care of our elders and keeping them safe.

Hollywood Bowl has cancelled its season so our scheduled outing for July 3rd has been cancelled.  
We will work on getting refunds to those who had purchased tickets.  
Fundraisers, such as our annual September Bingo Night, are also on hold until further notice.

It is the wish of ABA that the Sangha and friends stay safe and healthy.

Dharma School News
The Dharma School has begun meeting online. There is 
a morning service beginning at 9:30 and it is followed by 
classes for elementary grades or on alternative Sundays, for 
middle schoolers and high schoolers.
Attendance records are on hold and will resume when we 
are able to be in the Temple. In-person services are still on 
hold. The Dharma School year is still planned to end on July 
12.
Thank you and be safe.
Alan Kita, Dharma School

ONLINE
Morning Service &

Dharma School



We hope everyone is keeping safe and healthy during this unusual and at times 
GLI¿FXOW�VLWXDWLRQ���:H�KRSH�WR�VHH�\RX�VRRQ��EXW�XQWLO�WKHQ��SOHDVH�FKHFN�WKH�FKXUFK�
website and view Rev. John’s sermons.

,�KRSH�WKLV�¿QGV�DOO�RXU�7XHVGD\�6RFLDO�)ULHQGV�	�)DPLO\�VDIH�DQG�ZHOO���
Our last gathering was March 10, 2020 … 3 months ago.  It does not seem possible 
that we have been away for that long and continue to be at home.  

Some of us have been playing “Keningo” via email (a game combining Keno and Bingo) to pass 
the time and stay connected.  A few Tuesday Social ladies have been sewing fabric face mask 
for members and friends.  There is light at the end of the tunnel, so everyone please be patient 
and safe.  Please take care of yourself.  Hopefully, we will be able to get together and enjoy each 
other’s company again soon.
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Hui Aikanes

TUESDAY  SOCIAL TUE

Happy 100th Birthday!

Look who’s turning 100 years old.  
Happy Birthday, BILL NISHIMURA!!  

May every minute of your Birthday be lled with sunshine 
and smiles, love and laughter. 

Have a very Happy 100th Birthday.

Bill Nishimura
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関谷沙羅開教使

रþȠǭӫݨǸþֹࢡ
ȳɭɊȦȤɫȹǸǱǑǳǻ
ՙࢦǑԤǙࠟǘșǳǑ
ȋǤǬÿǮȔǰǵಗܚǘȏ
ਰșȋǨȠǙþ࠻ǤǗ౫ǚ
ǑǜǭǢǑÿԼ৫њ৫ڝ
њ͍ͧњԤϮǻԕට

ఽିપՑ߈ǵԆయ۱ڧ৫њǻژՒࠍՑ߈Ȗǻ
ԤȰɫĘɗǸȕȘԤǴǦÿֹࢡȳɭɊȦȤɫ
ȹǸǼ1ǱǻֹǙǏȗþǠșȖȟۛࠗǻQֹþǪ
șǙ̓ǤǬIֹþǢȖǸ̓ǤǬҖिǻՋ
ǑEֹǵǤȋǦÿQֹǼୃȦȤɫȹǴþݱǻ
IֹǼٍࣵࡕǘȖࡕהǴǦÿEֹǼ߳ࡕǻள
ΰȟӭǠǤþಆҡȑɨĘɭɃɑग़ȑڧǴบ
ǙधࣱؚڧǤȋǤǬÿമǴǼþಆҡǸǼڊ
ǞȖșǬȏǻǻþ17רȋǴǼੈڧग़ǸЭ
ǘșǳǗȗþ܆உ//רǘȖڷஉ0רൈȋǴǻҶ
Ǹþ/62ൎ̲ࢷǻੈࢷڧǻೱĕǙǤǬǵ
ؘȜșǳǑȋǦÿǠǻҶǸþੈڧग़ǘȖQֹ
ǵIֹǙบǤമǴȏΪþৃǜǻമࢷǙ
ҖिǤǳǑǬǻǴǦÿǱȋȗþՋǑEֹǙଜ
ǦȘॖǸӛǸIֹǸȕǰǳþֹࢡȳɭɊȦȤɫ
ȹǻҖिǙӭǠǰǳǗȗþIֹȅǻߦਦ൸ΜǙ
ǳǑǬǵǑǓǻǴǦÿ߾

ýɨĘɭɃɑþȢɡɪȫǻψࠢڧǼþമȕ
ȗȏইǑ0רǸǼੈڧग़ǘȖǻ૭ڈȟࣱؚǤ
ǬǬȎǸþIֹǼȈȉบǤȋǨȠǴǤǬÿǠ
șȕȗইǑQֹǻݰӜǸǼࣱؚڧǙǘǰǬ
ǻǴþQֹǼΪǤǳǑȋǤǬÿǠșǸȕǰǳ
ǬQֹȅǻ൸ΜǵǑǓǻǼþEֹȟഛǦȘ߾
ǙഅǤǑǠǵǸฝȋȖǧþȦȤɫȹǙ௧
ૈǸۭǸҖिǤǳǑǜࠣǞȟǦȘؕࡩȟӭǠ
ǦǵǑǑȋǦÿIֹǻบȟ෬ǕȘǠǵǙ߾
ǬǙǬȎǸþEֹȟഛǦȘǻǏȘIֹȅǻ
൸ΜǼ߾ǳǗȖǧþǠǻ0ǱǻץϰǵǤǳþ
ψǴǼEֹǸȕȘҖिࡕǻ߳ࡕϡǙӭǠǰǬ
ǻǴǦÿ

ýമǼੈڧग़ȅǻࣱؚڧǙǘǰǬǬ
ȎþץϰǵǤǳIֹǸҖिǤþਹݒดǻژǑEֹ
Ǽણǜ෬ǕȘǠǵǙǴǚǬþǵǠǻԤǼݸǤ
ǬǻǴǦÿূڧǸఞȆǳǑþǵఛ௵ȟ෯Ȁǳ

ȏǑǬࣱؚڧǻȿȤɟɳȰǼþޒǼץϰૈǸ
ّȟॻǤǬǵؘȜșǳǑȋǦÿҖिࡕ܊ǵǤ
ǳইĕǸࣱؚڧȟڊǰǳഛǸȎǬǠǵǼ
౷ઌǸڃǕȘǵþࣷૈݳǸϥǢșȘǵ݉ǕǪ
ǓǷȏǻǴǦǙþϮњૈǸǼǪǻȕǓǸǼؘǕ
ǷǑǵǑǓಗܚǷঐҸҸֲȟþǠǻຍǼݸǤǳ
ǑȘǵǑǕȋǤȔǓÿ

ýǼþෛĕǷࡩݨǙಗܚǸȌڝǰǳǗȗþ
ǠșȟǤǬǘȖȕǘǰǬþǵǘþҪਓǸǼಠǘ
ȖǷǑþǵǑǓǠǵȟǠǻຍǼݸǤǳǗȗþಝ
ՑૈǸՙࢦǑǵҖǥȋǤǬÿࢷҶǙঁપǴǚ
Ș͠ϰҸֲǼȏǤǘǦȘǵਓࠑЅǛȘǻǘȏǤ
șȋǨȠÿಝՑǸǗǞȘ͠ϰҸֲǼþĲ͠ϰĳ
ǵǏȗȋǦǙþǪǻޒǼ͠ĂεǵϰǴǏȗþ
͠ǘȖतϰǸǙȘǵȘǠǵǼǏȗȋǨ
ȠÿৃෛǷࡩݨǙεӭǤþ͠ǸεǙҸȜȗڝǰ
ǬǴǏȗȋǦÿݰҶǴՓȏȜȘǻǴþ
ϥ౪ǵǑǓǠǵǴǦÿǠǻຍǼϮњૈǴǏ
ȘǬȎǸþିǸݖਅǙஞ̖ǤढșǷǑȕǓǷɟ
ȯɭૈ७ȟݸǤǳǑǳþݖਅǻؚШȟซЖǦ
Ș๏ǵǤǳಠǘȗ̿ǑȕǓǸ݉ǑȋǤǬÿ

ýۛսǻɍɃɈޢЕǴǼȏǙ௧ǴǚȘȽĘ
ȷɣɫɡɇȣȢǻ௧ਅȏǏȗþǏȖȓȘࢷĕǙ
ఛȑఛ௵ȟ߾ǦǠǵǙǴǚȋǦÿɍɃɈǻ
ЅǷనᣕੈࠫǼޢЕૈǷඔ৮ǸǷǰǳǚǳǑ
ȋǦÿǠǓǑǓඔ৮ǙӭǠǰǬݰǸӢǸǷȘǻ
ǼþࢷĕǙݯǱĲࣽӿҖĳǴǏȘþǵǏȘೱǼ
ඔ৮ળӭȟǢșǳǑȋǤǬÿǠșǙࣽǤǑþǵ
ǻ̽ȟǥǳþࣽǤǜǷǑȏǻȟఛ௵Ǧࢲݻ
ȘȕǓǷȟȘǻǴǦÿࣽӿҖǸǚବǘ
ǢșǬڊବǼþ
ಠǼࣽǤǑþݻ
ีǑǠǵȟǤǳ
ǑȘþǵǑǓՋ
Ǒ݉ǑǸǚବ
ǘǢșǳǗȗþ
ಠǻǤǳǑȘݻ
ǠǵǙีǜǷǑ
ǘȏǤșǷǑþ
ǵǼӽǓǠǵǙ
ǏȗȋǨȠÿ

『己が身にひきくらべて、殺してはならぬ。殺さしめてはならぬ。』
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ਅǻජඌǴǼǏȗȋǨȠݖǜǠǵǼമۯȟࢷ
ǙþࣽӿҖǸߌȜșȘǵþǪǻݨȟഌșþǪǻ
ࣽǤǢȟূǸඳरǤǳǤȋǑȋǦÿ

ýǪǤǳþݖਅǙമଔǸࣽǤǑǠǵȟซЖǴǚ
ȘǘǵǑǓǵþǷǘǷǘǪșǼ୭ǤǑǻǴǼǷ
ǑǘþǵǑǓǠǵȟǠǻԤǻຍǼඔ৮ળӭǤ
ǳǜșǳǑȘȕǓǸȏ݉ǕȋǦÿಝՑǴǼǠǓ
ǑǓݻಠǭǞǻ࣬Шȟ̯ǵǳǑȋǦÿಝෛǼ
ಠǭǞǻ࣬ШǸಸǥǠȏǰǳǑȘǻݻਅǸþݖ
ǴǼǷǑǘǵ؞ȀǘǞǳǗȖșþǪǻޒࢩǻُ
ǴȏǰǳݖਅǼȕǓȑǜþݻಠǴݻಠȟਸǑǬ
̭̯ǸӢǲǜǠǵǙǴǚȘǻǴǤȔǓÿُȟਰ
ȖǷǞșǽþݖਅǼݖਅǻ࣬ШǙ̯ǸȏҸȜȖ
ǧࣽǤǑǵ݉ǑڴȠǴǤȋǑȋǦÿݖǸǼ͠ϰ
ҸֲǙȕǜซЖǴǚǳǑǷǑþǵǑǓݨȟǤǰ
ǘȗǵஊନǸਸǜǠǵǙ৫ढǷǻǴǤȔǓÿ

ýಝՑȟՙǢșǬǗޱЄෛǼĴփĵǻੈǴ
ǠǻȕǓǸपǘșǳǑȋǦÿ
ĲǦȆǳǻޤǼഏǸǗȀǕȘÿǦȆǳǻĦऀ

ǚȏǻħǸǵǰǳऀ൯Ǽ̎ǤǑÿآǙࢲȟǿǚ
ǜȖȆǳþܘǤǳǼǷȖǹþܘǢǤȎǳǼǷȖ
ǹÿĳآǙࢲǸǿǚǜȖȆǳǵǑǓǻǼþǪș
ǫșǻপǸݻಠǻࢲȟਸǑǳȌǷǢǑǵǑǓǠ
ǵǴǦÿࣽӿǻ൮ǻȏǵǸþݻȖǻ́ڊȟࣽଔ
ϡǤǬȗࣽଔǵ݉ǑڴȠǴǪșȟඳरǦȘǻǴ
ǼǷǜþǗޱЄෛǙपǑǳǜǭǢǰǬȕǓǸþ
ǪșǫșǻตǸĲآǙࢲȟǿǚǜȖȆĳǬǷ
ȖǽþڷȋǴݖǸǼǕǳǑǷǘǰǬׄǙ
ǕǳǚǬȗþଭǥऀǚȏǻǵǤǳǻՂҖȑଭ
ǙǘȖҖǥȖșǬȗǦȘǘȏǤșȋǨȠÿ
ȏǤݖǙǏǻࢷǭǰǬȖÿȏǤݖǙþԓǻต
ǻþǏǻࢷǭǰǬȖÿǪǻȕǓǸݻಠࢲݻǵǤ
ǳþǪșǫșǻตǸตǱǠǵǙǴǚǬǷȖþ
ෛĕǷǗطǑǻþઋȌȑþمǰǬಞǻೱþࢦ
ǑǵǠȚǸǏȘࢷҶ়۳ǻֈǤȌǸՂҖǤþݖ
ਅǼȏǤǘǦȘǵȏǰǵþಝՑǻࢩซǻՑǕǸ
ଯǘșǳþمȗȟ෬ǕǳþՂĕǸ݉Ǒ؇ǰǳऀ
ǚǳǑǜǠǵǙǴǚȘǘȏǤșȋǨȠÿ

�����������������������������������୪̌ඟಝ

（4ページからの続き）
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ିೀǷࢩޜǴǷǜǳȏǑǑǻǴǦÿ�
ϣӢǷǑǴǱǞǬۭۇǷǠǵÿ

ĲڷǻΆǼϣǭǘǑǑҖǥĳ
ĲǓǮǻɯɳǮȐȠþǷȠǳǗǘǤǷঐĳ
ĲǠșǼೌฆĆĳ

ǷǶǷǶþǰǬȗථǢșǬȗþǷȘȈǶǷǵ݉ǰǬȗÿ
ȌǷǢȠǵǠǠǴȷȧȢǤǳȌȋǨȠǘą

ɕȩɈ৫ߦĆPhotos to Share HERE!
Flowers, clouds, pets, scenery, people and etc. 
It doesn’t have to be special but somehow makes us feel 
good or smile in your ordinary life. It would be fun to share 
your photos here.
Please send photos to: info@gardenabuddhistchurch.org

“Super Lucky Clover”
A four-leaf clover is called “lucky 
clover” but this has FIVE leaves!
So can I call it “Super lucky clover”?
(A friend of mine in Japan found this 
near a shurine and shared it with me.)

ĴضǱĵǻȯɭĘɐĘ

മǻඵࢷǙޢࢪǻսǜǴǱǞǬ
ǪǓǴǦÿखþܿǱǼٱભǴǬȋ
ǸǱǞȋǤǬǙþǠșǼࠗȎǳ
ȋǤǬÿĲ٢΅ǻǗࣨಠǞĳȟȌǷ
ǢȠǸȏǗࣨಠǞǤȋǦÿ


